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ABSTRACT

Introduction: The incidence of skin cancer on the head
and neck is increasing worldwide, and basal and squamous
cell carcinomas represent the most frequent types. There is
no unanimous consensus for all tumor cases, based on the
histological type, size, depth, and location of the lesion. The
objective is to analyzed the approach used in skin neoplasias
in the head and neck, focusing on the treatments performed,
recurrence, and follow-up. Methods: Sixty-nine patients with
basal or squamous cell carcinoma who were treated with
surgery, cryotherapy, freezing of lesions in the intraoperative
period, or 5% imiquimod were analyzed for 6 weeks. During
36 months of follow-up, the efficacy of the chosen treatment,
recurrence, side effects, complications, and esthetic satisfaction
of patients were observed. Statistical analysis was performed
using the Fisher’s exact test. Results: The most frequent type
of reconstruction was primary closure (71%). There were
no statistically significant correlations between age, sex,
Fitzpatrick classification, location/size of lesion, method of
treatment, or recurrence. The main complications resulting
from surgery were: a case of a frontal flap necrosis, a partial
lesion of the buccinator nerve, and nasal stenosis. There was
a 4% tumor recurrence in patients treated with surgery. The
cryotherapy and 5% imiquimod treatments resulted in six cases
of mild local reactions with a more pronounced recurrence
in a patient with superficial basal cell carcinoma (BCC)
(not statistically significant). Conclusions: Non-superficial
BCC and squamous cell carcinomas should be treated with
surgery. Superficial BCCs may be treated with cryotherapy
and 5% imiquimod with fewer complications and better
aesthetic results, but this results in higher tumor recurrence.
Keywords: Skin neoplasias; Basal cell carcinoma; Squamous
cell carcinoma; Post-operative complications.
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RESUMO

Introdução: O câncer de pele em cabeça e pescoço tem
incidência crescente no mundo, sendo o carcinoma basocelular
e espinocelular os tipos mais frequentes. Não existe consenso
absoluto para todas as situações tumorais conforme tipo
histológico, tamanho, profundidade e localização da lesão.
O objetivo é analisar a conduta abordada nessas neoplasias
de pele em cabeça e pescoço, com ênfase nos tratamentos
efetuados, recidivas e seguimento. Método: Foram analisados
69 pacientes com carcinoma basocelular ou de células
escamosas tratados por cirurgia com congelação da lesão no
intraoperatório, crioterapia ou Imiquimod 5% por 6 semanas.
Com 36 meses de seguimento, observou-se a eficácia do
tratamento escolhido, recidiva, intercorrências, complicações
e satisfação estética do paciente. A análise estatística
utilizou o teste exato de Fischer. Resultados: O tipo de
reconstrução mais frequente foi o fechamento primário
(71%). Não existem associações estatisticamente relevantes
relacionando idade, sexo, classificação de Fitzpatrick, local/
tamanho da lesão, métodos de tratamento e recidiva. As
principais complicações resultaram das cirurgias: um caso de
necrose de retalho frontal, lesão parcial de nervo bucinador,
estenose narinária. A recidiva tumoral nos casos operados foi
de 4%. A crioterapia e uso do Imiquimod 5% causaram seis
casos de reações locais leves com mais recidiva descritiva
no tratamento de carcinoma basocelular (CBC) superficial
(não estatisticamente relevante). Conclusões: Os CBC não
superficiais e carcinoma espinocelular devem ser tratados
cirurgicamente. Os CBC superficiais podem ser tratados com
crioterapia e uso do Imiquimod 5% com menos complicações
e melhor resultado estético, mas a recidiva tumoral é maior.
Descritores: Neoplasias cutâneas; Carcinoma basocelular; Carcinoma de células escamosas; Complicações pós-operatórias.

INTRODUCTION
Skin cancer is increasing in incidence all over
the world and, according to the National Institute of
Cancer (INCA), the official department of the Brazilian
Ministry of Health. Skin neoplasias have the highest
incidence, with gross national rates of approximately 60
cases/100,000 inhabitants1. Basal cell carcinoma (BCC)
is the most common type, accounting for 70–75% of
cases. It originates from pluripotent immature epithelial
cells that lose the normal capacity to differentiate
and keratinize due to various factors, such as the
chronic ultraviolet B (UVB) light exposure2-4. Because
the head and neck are constantly exposed to sun,
these regions are the most common locations for the
proliferation of skin neoplasias, especially in tropical
countries like Brazil5-7. The second most frequent type
of malignant skin cancer is squamous cell carcinoma
(SCC), accounting for 15-20% of cases8. It comprises
invasive atypical squamous cell proliferation and may
Rev. Bras. Cir. Plást. 2015;30(4):574-585

result in metastasis. Other etiologic factors contribute
to BCC and SCC, such as: burn scars, ulcers, arsenic
exposure, ionizing radiation, pigmented xeroderma,
HPV infection, and Gorlin and Bazex syndromes8.
Mortality rates due to BCC and SCC are low
because these carcinomas rarely metastasize. However,
they can be locally aggressive and recurrent8. Early
diagnosis is of the utmost importance to prevent large
deformities from occurring due to the tumor as well as
to enable the use of less aggressive treatment methods.
The suggestive diagnosis is clinical and may be
facilitated with the use of dermatoscopy. The histological
type classification is performed using incisional or
excisional biopsy for lesions greater than 1.0 cm9,10.
Treatments for non-melanoma skin cancer of
the face are distinct. The surgical procedure consists
of tumor removal with the aid of lesion freezing in
the intraoperative period and results in high efficacy
with low recurrence. Curettage, electrocoagulation,
cryosurgery with liquid nitrogen, 5% imiquimod, and
575
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topical 5-fluorouracil may be options for superficial
BCCs smaller than 1.0 cm 8. For patients without
clinical conditions with extensive tumors, radiotherapy
may be an alternative. In SCC with metastasis and
aggressive tumors with metastasis to the lymph
nodes, a lymphadenectomy should be performed and
complemented with radiotherapy. If radiotherapy use is
impossible, regional intra-arterial chemotherapy, which
allows high concentrations of chemotherapeutic agents
in the tumor area, minimizing its collateral effects, can
be an option8-10.
Although there are specific approaches for skin
cancer treatment, there is no unanimous consensus
for all tumor cases, with respect to the histological
type, size, depth, and location of the lesion. Among
plastic surgeons, the most frequent approach to treat
skin tumors is surgery; however, other less invasive
approaches have been shown to have good results using
dermatological procedures, especially for superficial
BCC cases. The rates of compromised margins in
surgery vary from 4% to 41% in the international
literature11-17. In medical practice, in addition to being
guided by the oncologic approaches, we must also
consider the acceptance of surgical treatment by
the patient, as well as recovery type, financial cost,
location of the scar, histological type of lesion, and life
expectancy. This work aims to analyze the approaches
used for BCCs and SCCs in the head and neck, while
taking into consideration this diversity of factors
and always prioritizing full tumor cure with the best
aesthetic results possible.

This retrospective study used data from 69
patient records from a randomized sample. The
patients were treated in 2008 and 2009. Patients who
were not excluded using the above cited criteria were
accepted to participate in the study after filling out and
full understanding of the informed consent form, which
made it clear that their identities would not be revealed.
Additionally, the photographs to be used were partially
altered to minimize their identification.
The approach used for tumor lesions is represented in the flowchart in Figure 1.

OBJECTIVE
This study reports on the approaches used in
69 cases of basal and squamous cell carcinomas in the
head and neck, with an emphasis on the treatments
performed, recurrences, and follow-up.

METHODS
In this work, 69 patients (51 females and 18
males) with skin tumors were selected, and patients
were an average age of 59.4 years old. All patients had
lesions that were clinically suggestive of SCC or BCC
based on the topography of the head and neck, and
this was confirmed by biopsy. Patients were randomly
selected, according to the following exclusion criteria:
pregnant women, patients younger than 45 years old
or over 91 years old, immunosuppressed individuals,
patients undergoing any treatment for malignant
tumors, patients using chemotherapy, and patients
with uncontrolled systemic diseases, including systemic
arterial hypertension, type I or II diabetes, and hypo/
hyperthyroidism.
576

Figure 1. Flowchart of the adopted treatment approach for basal and
squamous cell carcinomas of the head and neck. SCC: Squamous Cell
Carcinoma.

The surgical approaches for non-superficial
SCCs and BCCs followed the oncologic guidelines,
with full excision of the tumor lesion followed by the
analysis of the lesion after freezing. Tumors ranged in
size from 2 to 21 mm in diameter and were operated
on with 3-mm (BCC) to 7-mm (ulcerated SCC)
surgical margins. The margins were described by the
pathologist as “free”, “compromised”, or “exiguous”
(when the resection limit was close to the neoplastic cell
location). The “compromised” and “exiguous” margins
were expanded and analyzed again by freezing until
they were “free of neoplasia”. Then, the resulting defect
was closed using the techniques described in Figure 2.
The 5% imiquimod treatment for superficial
BCC was explained during medical appointments by
the author and was recommended to be performed at
home. The treatment was conducted three times a week
(Monday, Wednesday, and Friday) with the application
Rev. Bras. Cir. Plást. 2015;30(4):574-585
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Figure 2. Topographic regions of basal and squamous cell carcinomas (*facial
region corresponds to the area situated between the infraorbital/zygomatic
and mentonian/mandibular regions).

of a thin layer of the product over the affected area
before bedtime by rubbing until the product was fully
absorbed. The site was not occluded and remained
active for 6 to 10 hours. The product was removed
the following morning, and the area was washed with
water and neutral soap. The next appointment was 15
days later. This approach was repeated until a clinical
cure was observed, and treatment was suspended if
any complications/side effects occurred or if it was
unsuccessful after 6 weeks.
Cryotherapy on superficial BCC was performed
using the liquid nitrogen spray atomization technique
over the lesion with a specific instrument (Cry-Ac®).
Application was performed intermittently until the
entire superficial tumor lesion was frozen for 60
seconds.
Treatment selection for superficial BCC cases
was made along with the patient, after explaining
the eventual benefits, risks, and side effects of each
approach.
In the remaining histological types, surgery was
performed based on location, size of the lesion, and
resulting defect.
All patients were photographed with a Nikon
D60 camera using AF-S Micro Nikkor 60 mm 1: 2.8 g
ED and AF-S Nikkor 55-200 mm 1:4-5.6 g ED lenses.
Follow-up was performed in medical appointments for 36 months, and thief a patient was unable
to return for an appointment, the follow-up was performed by phone. The patients that were not able to
attend medical appointments were asked to allow alternative reliable plastic surgeons or dermatologists
to evaluate them in order to provide information
on cure and tumor recurrence. The data from the
records analyzed were: age, sex, occupation, sun-protection habits (use of sunscreens, sunglasses,
and hats), Fitzpatrick classification, location and
size of the lesion, number of lesions, biopsy results,
definitive result of pathological anatomy, treatment
methods, recurrence, and satisfaction with the aesthetic result.
Rev. Bras. Cir. Plást. 2015;30(4):574-585

Histologically, BCCs were divided into nodular,
micronodular, sclerodermiform, ulcerated, adenoid,
superficial, and pigmented subtypes. SCCs were
evaluated in a progressive order of malignancy,
according to the Broder’s classification: Grade
I, 0 to 25% undifferentiated cells; Grade II, 25 to
50% undifferentiated cells; Grade III, 50 to 75%
undifferentiated cells; and Grade IV, 75 to 100%
undifferentiated cells.
The patient’s satisfaction with the aesthetic
result was analyzed in a subjective manner, with the
patient responding to the following question given to
them by the receptionist or sent by email/letter: “Do
you consider your aesthetic result from treatment to
be: poor, intermediate, good, or great?” The responses
were marked by circling one of the four options, and
they were sent back to the receptionist.
The results were submitted for statistical analysis
using the Fisher’s exact test, with a significance level
of 5%.

RESULTS
There was no statistically significant correlation
between occupation and sun-protection habits. All
patients with histological samples submitted from
surgery had histological confirmation by biopsy with
definitive pathological anatomy (paraffin).
The topographic regions of the BCC and SCC
are represented in Figure 2. Of the 69 patients, five
had multiple superficial BCC lesions at the first
appointment; the multiple lesions were not included
in the study since they were being clinically followed
by the patients’ dermatologists, who conducted a nonsurgical treatment approach. All patients were treated
surgically, except for 18 patients with superficial BCC
that opted for clinical treatments with a long-term
follow-up. Seven of those patients were treated with
5% Imiquimod, and the 11 remaining patients were
treated with cryotherapy. Figure 3 shows the surgical
techniques used in the 51 cases submitted to surgery.
The patients in this had a high incidence of BCC
(97%) compared to that of SCC (3%), and there was no
statistically higher incidence with respect to sex or age.
For ulcerated BCC, we found an important correlation
with age: 11 patients (92%) were between 73 and 91
years old. Table 1 shows the absolute distribution of
basal and squamous cell carcinoma histological types in
the study, recurrence after treatment, and side effects/
complications. The two cases of SCC were Grade II by
Broder’s classification. The worst surgical complications
observed were a buccinator nerve lesion with partial
improvement 1 year after surgery and necrosis of the
frontal flap used to reconstruct the nasal tip, which is
577
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Figure 3. Distribution (in absolute number) of the surgical procedures,
according to the technical procedures used. *Composite grafts of skin and
auricular cartilage; **Indian flap (frontal) in two surgical steps; ***Indian flap
(frontal) in three surgical steps; ****Fusiform resection followed by simple
direct closure; ***** Lateral rotation of graft in the dissection plane of a facelift.

expected to be reconstructed after the patient quits
smoking. Nasal stenosis after surgery with composite
grafts of skin and cartilage and unevenness with discrete
hyperchromia in the nasal dorsum skin graft were also
observed (Figure 4).
Based on the Fitzpatrick classification, groups
3 and 4 were the most detected, at 58% and 25% of all
cases, respectively.
Figure 5 shows tumor recurrence according to
the histological type and treatment and topography
of the lesion. Table 2 lists side effects/with respect to
histological type, treatment, and topography of the
skin tumor.

After the first tumor resection, histopathological
analysis of samples during surgery showed 74%
“free”, 14% “compromised” and 12% “exiguous”
margins. Cases with “compromised” and “exiguous”
margins were expanded again during that same
surgery, with only three cases requiring extension
for a third time to obtain a “free” margin. In final
pathological analysis of paraffin-embedded tissue,
two cases (ulcerated BCC and pigmented BCC)
actually had “exiguous” margins.
The Abbé flap is shown in Figure 6 with details
of surgical markings, the intraoperative period,
and unsectioned pedicle. Figure 7 illustrates cases
in the glabellar and nasolabial flaps, and Figure 8
shows the preparation of the Rintala flap. The case
in which surgery was performed in the posterior
auricular flap (Masson) is shown in Figure 9, and
that in which surgery was performed in the bilobed
flap on the nose is shown in Figure 10. The most
complex and longest surgery was the reconstruction
of the nasal defect performed with frontal flap septal
cartilage to sustain the right nasal wing (Figures 11
and 12).
Patients thought that the aesthetic results after
treatment were poor (6%), intermediate (38%), good
(48%), or great (8%).
We compared the proportions of recurrence in
groups of patients who either underwent surgery or
not. Fisher’s exact test was used, which resulted in a
p value of 0.107. At a significance level of 5%, the null
hypothesis that the populations were identical was
not rejected. With respect to tumor recurrence based
on treatment (having surgery or not), descriptively,
there was a difference, with those not having surgery
(3/18) having a 16.7% recurrence and those that
underwent surgery (2/51) having a 3.9% recurrence.
However, statistical tests did not detect a difference in
populations.

Table 1. Distribution of the histological types of basal and squamous cell carcinoma in the study, recurrence after treatment,
and side effects/complications.
Histological types

N (%)

Tumor recurrence after treatment (N)

Side Effects/Complications (N)

Nodular

15 (22%)

-

-

Micronodular

1 (1.5%)

-

-

Sclerodermiform

1 (1.5%)

-

Buccinator nerve lesion (N = 1)

12 (18%)

1

Necrosis of the flap (N=1); Nasal Stenosis
(N=1)

0 (0%)

-

-

Superficial

29 (42%)

3

Hypochromia (N=2); Local reaction* (N = 4)

Pigmented

9 (12%)

1

-

Squamous

2 (3%)

-

-

Ulcerated
Adenoid

N: Number of cases; *Local reaction=itching, pain, and/or ulceration.
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Figure 4. Surgical complications and undesirable results. In A, B, and C, data from
pre-, intra-, and post-operative periods of facial tumor cases are shown, respectively.
In D, a total skin graft in dorsum with hyperchromia and unevenness in the subjacent
tissues is shown. In E, early necrosis in the first stage of frontal flap reconstruction
(smoking patient) is shown. In F, a composite graft in left nostril domed in the
direction of the introitus, resulting in moderate nasal stenosis, is shown.

Figure 5. List of tumor recurrences according to histological type, treatment,
and topography. BCC: Basal Cell Carcinoma.

DISCUSSION
Skin neoplasia is very frequent on the face and
neck, especially in patients over 60 years old1,5-7,18.

Non-melanoma skin cancer has multiple risk factors,
and, in our case series, being over 60 years old and
having a history of sun exposure without adequate
sun protection were the most notable. The elderly
immunological system experiences difficulties in DNA
regeneration, which facilitates the development of the
BCC and SCC types of skin cancer8.
Individual susceptibility also influences the
appearance of tumors. Our study agrees with international statistical data, and phototypes I to III in the
Fitzpatrick classification were the most affected. In our
study, we did not have cases with a great risk of tumor
development such as that occurring in individuals with
basal-cell nevus syndrome, albinism, or pigmented
xeroderma8.
In this study, skin cancer occurrence was more
frequent in females (74%). However, literature varies
according to the area where the study was performed
and the sample, with a possible higher incidence in
males found in some publications3,4. Brazil, our study
found some common characteristics of the most
common histological type facial BCC, with the nodular/
ulcerated type being the most frequent subtype in
the INCA study as well as our study (excluding the
superficial BCC cases).
The literature shows that 40% to 71.2% cases of
BCC and SCC tumors are located in the head and neck
region. Our study showed the most affected locations
were the facial (39%), frontal (15%), and nasal (14%)
regions. This differs from the literature, which states
that the nose is the most frequently affected region of
the face (30-35% of cases)5,6.
Therapy with 5% Imiquimod has been used
successfully in Brazil for the treatment of several
dermatological conditions, including basal cell
carcinoma, Bowen disease, contagious mollusk and
viral warts19,20. Imiquimod is registered in Brazil for the
treatment of external warts present in the genital and
perianal regions (condyloma acuminata), in patients
12 years old or older, and also is also approved for

Table 2. List of side effects/complications according to histological type, treatment, and topography of basal cell carcinoma (BCC).
Side Effects/Complications

Treatment

Topography

Sclerodermiform BCC

Advanced flap

Facial

Ulcerated BCC

Frontal flap (First time)*

Nasal

Nasal stenosis (N=1)

Ulcerated BCC

Auricular composite graft

Nasal (lining)

Hypochromia (N=2)

Superficial BCC

Cryotherapy

Facial

Itching (N=2)

Superficial BCC

5% Imiquimod

Infraorbital

Ulcer (N=1)

Superficial BCC

5% Imiquimod

Frontal

Pain (N=1)

Superficial BCC

5% Imiquimod

Frontal

Buccinator nerve lesion (N=1)
Necrosis (N=1)

Histological type

Facial

* The necrosis was associated with and/or caused by abusive smoking in the pre- and post-operative periods. BCC: Basal Cell Carcinoma.
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Figure 6. Abbé flap. In A, surgical markings are shown. In B, the flap rotation
when trying to align the cutaneous-mucosal line is shown. In C, the aspect of
the non-sectioned pedicle is shown. In D, the final result is shown.

Figure 7. In A and B, the glabellar flap is shown. In C and D, the nasolabial flap
is shown. We observed that both resulted in a greater volume than required in
the receiving area, resulting in little aesthetic refinement.

the treatment of keratosis actinic19,20. The literature
described curing of superficial BCC with the use of
Imiquimod varying from 78.4% to 90%21-30, with the
quick response with the treatment being a predictor of
long term efficacy. Imiquimod strengthens interferon
production, which has an antiviral, antiproliferative
and antiangiogenic effect. It also stimulates the
Langerhans cells, the main cells with epidermis
antigens, to migrate to the lymph nodes and activate
the production of HPV-specific T cells23,26. Imiquimod
is also a biological response modifier, mimicking what
occurs in the normal immune response when HPV is
recognized by the immune system28.
In our study, the use of 5% Imiquimod was
well justified, but some elderly patients had a bit of
difficulty understanding it. This may have affected the
580
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Figure 8. Rintala flap. In A, surgical markings are shown. In B, we observed
a great detachment of the flap to allow its caudal advance in the direction
of the defect. In C and D, the aspect of the defect and its reconstruction are
shown, respectively.

Figure 9. The posterior auricular flap isolated in the "hinge". In A, the defect
caused by the tumor resection is shown. In B, the path that the skin flap will
go through is shown. In C, the island of posterior auricular skin that will be
rotated for the reconstruction of the defect is shown. In D, the final aspect of
the flap is shown.

treatment performed with this drug at home. Applying
the product and going to bed right afterwards was a
common error, as the product could be lost on the pillow
or even spread to unwanted areas of the face. Care was
required to not apply the product near the eyes, in order
to avoid unwanted ocular reactions. When crusts in the
lesions appeared during the drug treatment period, we
suggested use of a gentamycin cream.
There is no consensus in the literature on the
regimen of 5% Imiquimod use, which may vary from
three applications per week to daily use. However,
erythema and itching are more common with a
greater number of applications24-27. In our study, one
patient presented with ulceration, which has also been
Rev. Bras. Cir. Plást. 2015;30(4):574-585
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Figure 10. Bilobed flap. In A and B, pre- and postoperative flaps are shown,
respectively. In C, intraoperative markings are shown. In D, the rotations of
the flaps are shown.

Figure 11. Frontal flap. In A, the inclusion of the septal graft to sustain the right
nasal wing is shown. In B, the marking of the subunit of the nasal tip transferred
to an ipsilateral aluminum model for blood suppression, as chosen by Doppler,
is shown. In C, the rotation of the flap, observing no excessive tension or torsion
of the pedicle, is shown. In D, the marking before the pedicle section in order
to not distort the supercilium is shown. In E, the supercilium in the normal
position and a muscular/fat composition in the pedicle are observed. In F, the
third stage of reconstruction with flap thinning is shown.

described in literature23-30. We chose to suspend drug
use for some days when side effects occurred, and,
after improvement, we restarted treatment. We opted
for a 6 week-long treatment regimen, but this can
be extended according to needs20,25,31,32. The absence
of tumor recurrence after 5% Imiquimod treatment
resulted in satisfaction from patients, even with some
cases side effects during treatment.
Cryotherapy has increased in interest after the
development of new instruments, better knowledge about
technique and better defined recommendations. It can
be used on small, medium, and large lesions, both as the
Rev. Bras. Cir. Plást. 2015;30(4):574-585

Figure 12. Details of the frontal flap. In A, the marking is shown of the aesthetic
subunits to be preserved during reconstruction with special attention given
to the "fragile triangle" in this case. In B, the use of Doppler to select the best
option of pedicle is shown. In C, we observed the skin graft in the posterior
surface of the flap. In D, E, and F, the aspects of the defect, intermediate, and
final results, respectively, are shown.

treatment of choice or for palliation of tumors that cannot
undergo surgery33-35. Basic knowledge in cryosurgery,
selection by patients, and knowledge about the immediate
and late post-operative period are of utmost importance
to successful use of this method. The action mechanism
of freezing in the lesion tissue is achieved through intraand extracellular osmotic imbalance. When temperatures
fall in the cell, ice microcrystal formation will occur. When
tissues thaw, the microcrystals, since they have a great
amount of free energy, undergo re-crystallization, and
form macrocrystals, which rupture cell walls, from the
inside of the cell outwards36.
Cryotherapy progressed rapidly, developing
several techniques and modifying others, to obtain
very satisfactory final results. Application techniques
may be diverse and include using a stylus with cotton
tip (Deepstik), atomization “spray”, atomization
using a neoprene or plastic cone and the solid
contact technique (a closed system connected to the
application instrument)34. In our study, we opted to
use the atomization “spray” technique due to the great
experience of the author in conducting it. The need to
monitor the freezing process was a relevant criticism
about the cryotherapy technique.
The thermoregulation needle method uses
hidroidrias needles that have a temperature sensor
in the tip. It is a safe and effective method to evaluate
depth and laterality of the freezing face, and it allows
for measurement of the temperature reached. For
malignant tumors, a temperature between -25ºC and
-60ºC is desirable. Another way to measure freezing is
the electrical resistance/impedance method, in which
the resistance that the mass of the frozen tissue offers
581
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to the passage of low voltage electric flow is measured
with a simple electrode36. Similar to what happens in
services use cryotherapy, our study did not monitor
freezing, which could explain the high incidence of
recurrence of superficial BCCs (28%) and two cases
of hypochromia. This is therefore not satisfactory
oncologic treatment, and only its low cost associated
was considered by the patient.
This study aimed to demonstrate some treatment
options in private skin oncology clinical practice. The
selection of patient treatment regimens should be
a bilateral agreement between doctor and patient,
considering the diverse particularities of each case and
focusing on tumor treatment and good aesthetic results.
The structural differences of different tissues in the
various anatomical regions, based on cartilage or bone,
vascularization, and keratinized surfaces, led to the best
results after cryosurgery and 5% Imiquimod treatment.
Conjunctive tissue (bone, cartilage, and fibroblasts) is
much more resistant to temperature and Imiquimod
than other structures in this tissue, such as the dermis
and epidermis, allowing destruction of tumor structures
located in them without injuring the underlying tissue
and providing a cosmetically favorable scar37-39. In
some situations, not performing surgery may be a good
alternative, such as for patients with lesions located
in the ear and nose, elderly patients or those with
multiple lesions, those who have a pacemaker or use
anticoagulants, anxious individuals, and patients that
panic during surgery39. Furthermore, larger superficial
lesions may be treated by follow-up procedures,
avoiding hospitalization and more extensive surgeries.
These situations should be discussed openly with
patients, weighing the benefits and risks of greater
recurrence when compared to surgery.
The two cases of recurrence observed in the
definitive anatomopathological exam with “exiguous”
margins are under constant clinical follow-up, with the
patients consent, since through dermatoscopy, there have
been no signs of recurrence. This approach agrees with
recommendations from the literature, with the possibility
of recurrence being more frequent in lateral and non-deep
margins. Most studies showed that the margins most
affected were lateral (62%), followed by deep margins
(34%). Our study showed that only cases with lateral
margins had compromised margins. Furthermore, studies
have revealed that only one-third of patients with tumors
with positive margins in the primary excision presented
with residual disease when undergoing an additional
surgery40,41. Even with this information, we emphasized
to the patient the need of performing follow-up with the
plastic surgeon or dermatologist. For elderly patients,
recurrence in 5–10 years may occur with adverse clinical
conditions that hinder a surgical approach.
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Some studies found recurrence rates of up
to 26% for resected skin tumors with compromised
margins and up to 14% for fully resected lesions in
5 years11. For this reason, there is no consensus on
which medical approach should be used in patients
with a higher surgical risk and low life expectancy,
such that conservative treatment constitutes a possible
alternative. In our study, recurrence upon incomplete
resection of the tumor was 4%, which was a bit lower
than that found in the literature, which varies from
4.7% to 18.2%12-17. Recurrence in our patients occurred
in the facial and auricular regions in a statistically
insignificant manner, but our data were not in
agreement with the literature, which notes that the
nasal region is the site of the highest rate of tumor
recurrence, varying from 9% to 26%11-17. The aesthetic
importance of the nose could be a possible reason for
this high rate of reccurence42-44.
The surgical resections used initial resection
margins according to the data in the literature, varying
from 3 to 5 mm for BCC and from 5 to 7 mm for SCC,
followed by immediate extension as needed8-10. The
surgical resection technique was easier in histological
subtypes with well-defined margins, such as those that
occur in nodular and ulcerated BCC11. Studies showed
that the superficial and sclerodermiform types recurred
more often, due to the difficulties in delimiting the
margins to be resected12-14. The eyelids, nose, and ears
were also more likely to have compromised margins
due to the aesthetic importance of these areas.
Surgical reconstruction with primary closure was
most commonly used on our patients (71%), followed by
the use of flaps (36%) and skin grafts (3%). Most studies
in the literature showed the same order of preference
for reconstruction, but with percentages varying from
48–87.4%, 6.5–22.1%, and 2.8–18.5%, respectively2-5. This
follows logically since the surgeon must always try to
reconstruct the defect in the easiest and least aggressive
way, which is by using primary closure. The greatest
exception is nose reconstruction, in which the aesthetic
subunits described by Burget and Menick should be
preserved45,46. The transversal closure near the dorsum
near the nasal root yields good results, but in other
regions, this may elevate the nasal tip and/or cause
asymmetry. Each nasal subunit should be reconstructed
in full, and, in cases where the multiple subunits are
affected, all subunits should be reconstructed at the
same time47-55. In one patient, in which we used the
Rintala flap for nasal tip reconstruction, the scar was
aesthetically acceptable, but the unwanted effect of
increasing the columella-labial angle was observed.
The three cases of nasal defect in the lateral wall
reconstructed with a bilobed flap resulted in a great
aesthetic result, while not altering the height of the nose
Rev. Bras. Cir. Plást. 2015;30(4):574-585
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margin. In the two cases of frontal flap reconstruction,
we observed great ease in the reconstruction refinement
in three times, as it permitted making the flap
“thinner” and improved the aesthetics. In the case of
necrosis, which was encountered twice in frontal flap
reconstruction, we believe the patient’s intense smoking
was the cause. This was not revealed in the anamnesis
as the main cause of this complication, since we used
Doppler to confirm the presence of the supratrochlear
artery, and no lesion of this artery occurred during
surgery. We believe that performing a nicotine urine
test will help identify patients who smoke, but this
exam is not performed in the majority of laboratories
in Brazil. The choice between performing frontal flap
reconstruction in two or three steps should take the
anxiety of patient and the cost of the procedure into
consideration. However, reconstruction in three steps
provides a notably better aesthetic result. We considered
reconstruction of the nasal lining using composite grafts
of cartilage and auricular skin very difficult because
the access path is small for the fixation of the cephalic
portion of the graft. This technical difficulty has probably
resulted in a dead space that caused local fibrosis and,
subsequently, nasal stenosis. As an option for nasal lining
reconstruction, the literature cites a local advance in V-Y
or the frontal flap54.
In addition to frontal flap necrosis and nasal
stenosis, an additional surgical complication was the
buccinator nerve lesion that occurred during a SCC
resection in the facial region. The surgery occurred
without apparent complications, with detachment of
the flap in the rhytidoplasty plane without visualizing
the affected nerve. Because symptomatic improvement
occurred after a year, we concluded that it was a partial
lesion.
The overall aesthetic results of the procedures in
which flaps were used were satisfactory. However, the
only case of skin graft reconstruction resulted in a local
depression, or unevenness in relation to neighboring
tissues, and change in skin color, leaving a stigma of
the surgery. For these reasons, whenever possible, we
avoid the use of grafts in the reconstruction of face and
neck defects. The posterior auricular flap was a good
alternative to reconstruct the auricular defect. The
patient with superior labial reconstruction with the
Abbé flap progressed well, but the cutaneous- mucosal
line on the side that was operated on was still not
symmetrical, such that filling it with fat or hyaluronic
acid might be a less traumatic option for optimizing the
result of this surgery in the future.
It was surprising how the possible aesthetic
results of treatment influenced patients’ decisions. Our
study showed that even without the patient having prior
experience using 5% Imiquimod or cryotherapy, many
Rev. Bras. Cir. Plást. 2015;30(4):574-585

were more concerned about the aesthetic results and
unwanted effects of surgery than with the treatment
cost and cure. This means that, an alternative treatment
using “cream” or “cryotherapy” was more attractive than
surgical intervention, which had a better chance of cure.
This should be taken into consideration by doctors that
treat skin neoplasias in order to avoid recommending a less
adequate treatment due to the patient opinion. Each case
needs to be evaluated by the doctor and should include his
professional opinion, aiming at the better option for cure
and aesthetic outcome56,57.
We considered the fact that the participants
were not previously treated with 5% Imiquimod or
cryotherapy a limitation of this study. Thus, these
patients did not have real access to the possible
collateral reactions or effects of treatment, and it is
more difficult to propose a surgical technique in a
situation where a dermatological procedure seems
favorable. We believe a future study about this same
subject that aims to elucidate the preference of
treatment types with a greater number of patients that
have already been treated using the three approaches
under examination in the present study would be of
great value. The great advantage of topical treatment
of superficial BCC is that it is an option for patients
for whom surgery is not recommended or those with
multiple lesions. These treatments also represent a low
cost alternative with tolerable side effects. However,
we should emphasize that monitoring of patients not
treated with surgery should be maintained long-term,
especially for those with lesions that do not completely
respond to treatment. The possible reason may be due
to the presence of mixed histology lesions, even if the
biopsy showed that is the lesion was only a superficial
BCC.
The average time of patient follow-up in this study
was 36 months, which was based on the average time
of recurrence of 35 months in other scientific studies.
Nevertheless, we recommend that our oncologic
patients be followed for at least 60 months since late
recurrence may occur. The National Institute of Cancer
(INCA) recommended extending surgical margins only
when more than one affected positive margin or deep
margin was detected in 200512. This study reinforces
such an approach, along with the support of other
scientific studies that defend the possibility of clinical
follow-up for BCC patients. For SCC patients, we do
not recommend an observational approach.

CONCLUSIONS
The analysis in this study of treatment approaches
for basal and squamous cell carcinomas on the head
and neck suggests that oncologic treatment may be
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individualized according to histological type/size/depth/
location of the lesion, patient financial adequacy, and
life expectancy. Non-superficial BCC and SCC should
be treated with surgery. Superficial BCC may be
treated with surgery or non-invasive procedures, such
as cryotherapy and 5% Imiquimod. The patient should
be aware that superficial BCC recurrence is more
likely with a conservative approach although it can
offer better aesthetic results and fewer complications
compared to surgical procedures.
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